NEWS RELEASE

SS&C Re-engineers SKYLINE® Property Management
Solution for Optimal Productivity
10/18/2018
"SKYLINE® Skyscraper™" enhances user interface, navigation and reporting
WINDSOR, Conn., Oct. 18, 2018 /PRNewswire/ -- SS&C Technologies Holdings, Inc. (Nasdaq:SSNC), a global provider
of nancial services software and software-enabled services, today announced the release of SKYLINE®
Skyscraper™, a signi cant re-engineering of the company's popular property management and accounting solution
for commercial, residential and mixed-use property managers.
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Culminating a two-year development e ort, SKYLINE Skyscraper introduces a redesigned user interface with an
icon-based toolbar that o ers superior ease of use and intuitive navigation throughout the system. In addition,
users can work seamlessly and simultaneously in multiple screens.
Along with enhanced usability and cutting-edge navigation, SKYLINE Skyscraper's reporting capabilities optimize
e ciency by enabling users to generate and distribute historical rent roll and accounts receivable aging reports for
any point in time. This gives users the ability to reconcile outstanding accounts receivable to historical balance
sheets making the reconciliation process signi cantly easier.
"The release of SKYLINE Skyscraper has been designed from the ground up to help property managers run crucial
operations e ciently while mitigating risk," said Rishi Khanna, Managing Director, Alternative Assets Technology.
"O ered as a cloud, outsourced and license solution, SKYLINE Skyscraper demonstrates our commitment to
continuously improving our industry leading technology to position our clients for success."
For more information on SKYLINE Skyscraper, visit our website.

About SS&C Technologies
SS&C is a global provider of investment and nancial software-enabled services and software for the global
nancial services and healthcare industries. Founded in 1986, SS&C is headquartered in Windsor, Connecticut and
has o ces around the world. Some 13,000 nancial services and healthcare organizations, from the world's largest
institutions to local rms, manage and account for their investments using SS&C's products and services.
SOURCE: SS&C
Additional information about
SS&C (Nasdaq:SSNC) is available at www.ssctech.com.
Follow SS&C on Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook.
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